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ABSTRACT
Introduction: Interstitial lung diseases encompass diffuse
involvement of parenchymal tissue of lung. Before the use of
computed tomography for diagnosis of diseases, radiography
was the only existing imaging procedure available for diagnosis
of interstitial lung diseases, which had substantial drawbacks
when compared to the former.
Aim: To evaluate the pattern of various Interstitial lung diseases
by High-Resolution Computed Tomography (HRCT).
Materials and Methods: The study was a descriptive crosssectional, carried out at Department of Radio-Diagnosis of
a tertiary care teaching hospital in Solapur. The study was
initiated in November 2010 and terminated in July 2012. Ninety
patients were included during the study period. Patients having
pulmonary symptoms related to any acute/chronic interstitial or

diffuse pulmonary disease with significant radiographic findings
of chest and willing to participate in the study were recruited
in the study. The descriptive statistics (count, frequency and
proportion) was applied using Microsoft Excel.
Results: HRCT reports of 10 patients (11%) were normal. Of
the 80 (89%) patients who showed significant HRCT findings,
28 (31%), 26 (29%), and 26 (29%) were diagnosed with
interstitial, cystic and airspace abnormality, respectively. Among
the patients with Interstitial lung disease, most of the patients
were diagnosed with Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 21 (75%)
followed by hypersensitivity pneumonitis 5 (18%).
Conclusion: HRCT is very effective in visualising the distorted
architecture of lung parenchyma in patients with acute and
chronic presentations of interstitial lung pathology.
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INTRODUCTION
Interstitial lung diseases encompass diffuse involvement of
parenchymal tissue of lung. Before the use of computed
tomography for diagnosis of diseases, plain radiography was the
only existing imaging procedure available for diagnosis of interstitial
lung diseases, which had substantial drawbacks as compared to
the former [1]. HRCT, as an imaging procedure was first introduced
by Todo G et al., [2]. However, various patterns of diseases of
pulmonary parenchymal tissue and use of HRCT to differentiate
diffuse pulmonary diseases were first described by Zerhouni EA et
al., [3]. Later, these patterns were confirmed for various diffuse lung
diseases by a pair comprising of a radiologist and a pathologist [1].
HRCT is a noninvasive test used to distinguish between different
types interstitial lung diseases [4]. It is also superior to plain X-ray
chest. Before the advent of HRCT, biopsy was necessary for
diagnosis of the pathology of lung parenchyma, which has now
become needless [1]. Similar studies have been conducted in
urban part [5-7]. However, studies conducted in a hospital which
also caters the rural popoulation where inequality (e.g., affordability
and accesssibility) is seen in health care, are scarce. As these native
people rarely undergo advance investigation like HRCT, the present
study was planned to address this gap by this research. The present
study describes the HRCT findings of interstitial lung diseases in
patients referred to department of radiodiagnosis, of a tertiary care
teaching hospital in Solapur.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
The present study is a descriptive cross-sectional conducted in the
Department of Radiodiagnosis, of a tertiary care teaching hospital in
Solapur. The study was carried out between November 2010 and
July 2012. Ninety patients were included during the study period.
Patients having pulmonary symptoms related to any acute/chronic
36

interstitial or diffuse pulmonary disease with significant radiographic
findings of chest and willing to participate in the study were recruited
in the study. All patients who underwent HRCT and satisfied the
selection criteria were included in the study.
The patients were scanned by an 3rd generation spiral CT Secura,
Philips Medical Systems Pvt., Ltd., in supine position. The chest
was scanned from lung apices above to domes of diaphragm
below. The digitalised scanogram (antero-posterior) was retrieved by
asking the patients to maintain the position in full inspiration. The
axial scans were taken at every ten mm distance. Any abnormalities
in the form of opacities were confirmed as normal or abnormal by
obtaining scans in prone position. In order to demonstrate, trapped
air scans were performed at the deep expiration. The demography
(age, gender), history and chest radiograph findings of patients were
recorded. The HRCT findings in terms of architectural distortion,
interstitial thickening, nodules, ground glass, honeycombing, cyst/
cystic air space, consolidation, bronchiectasis, emphsyema, air
trapping, fibrosis, cavity and pleural thickening were noted.

Statistical analysis
Descriptive statistical analysis was done using Microsoft Excel 2019.

RESULTS
In the present study, 90 patients were eligible as per the inclusion
and exclusion criteria and were included in the study. Of these,
51 (57%) were males and 39 (43%) were females. The average age
of females (43.2±20.1 years) was less as compare to that of males
(48±20.4 years).
HRCT reports of 10 patients (11%) were normal. Of the 80 (89%)
patients who showed significant HRCT findings, 28 (31%) belonged to
interstitial, 26 (29%) belonged to cystic, while 26 (29%) belonged to
airspace abnormality.
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Among the patients with interstitial lung disease, 16 were males
and 12 were females. Most of the patients were diagnosed with
idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis 21 (75%) followed by hypersensitivity
pneumonitis 5 (18%). One patient each was diagnosed with
sarcoidosis and lymphangitis carcinomatosis [Table/Fig-1].

[Table/Fig-1]: Distribution of patients with interstitial lung diseases.

[Table/Fig-2] Distribution of patients accoring to gender, history,
chest radiograph and HRCT findings.

DISCUSSION
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis (IPF)
A total of 21 cases of IPF were identified. Thirteen cases were males
and eight were females between the age group of 38-80 years. Chest
radiographs prior to CT examination showed prominent reticular
markings in 19 cases and 2 cases had normal radiographs (10%)
which correlated well with findings decribed by Epler GR et al., [5].
The subpleural region in the lower lobes was the most common area
affected and was demonstrated in all patients. The middle lobes were
also affected in 14 patients, suggesting that the disease begins in the
basal parts of the lung and then progressively involves the rest of the
lung. This correlates with the findings of Nakata H et al., and Müller
N L et al., who also described a subpleural basal predominance of
the disease [6,7]. Intralobular interstitial thickening producing a fine
reticular pattern was identified in 21 patients predominantly in the
subpleural location. Such thickening of the intralobular interstitium
produces irregular interfaces between the lung and pulmonary
vessels, bronchioles and pleura. Thickened interlobular septae with
irregular contours as described by Webb WR et al., were noted
in seven cases [8]. Fissural thickening with irregular interface was
identified in six cases and was attributed to two layers of thickened
subpleural interstitium abutting each other in that location.
HRCT

Variables

Gender

History

Chest radiograph findings

Architectural distortion

Interstitial thickening

Nodules

Honeycombing

Ground glass
Cyst/Cystic air space
Consolidation

Bronchiectasis

Emphsyema

Air Trapping

Fibrosis
Cavity
Pleural Thickening

Hypersensitivity pneumonitis
(n=5)

Idiopathic pulmonary
fibrosis (n=21)

Lymphangitis carcinomatosis
(n=1)

Sarcoidosis
(n=1)

Females

3

8

1

0

Males

2

13

0

1

Cough and dyspnea

0

3

0

1

Dyspnea

5

18

1

0

Bilateral ill-defined nodules

0

0

0

1

Consolidation and fibrosis

2

0

0

0

Consolidation and nodules

3

0

0

0

Interstitial Lung Disease

0

19

0

0

Normal

0

2

0

0

Reticulonodular Shadows

0

0

1

0

Absent

3

17

1

1

Present

2

4

0

0

Absent

5

0

0

1

Present

0

21

1

0

Absent

1

21

0

0

Present

4

0

1

1

Absent

1

4

1

1

Present

4

17

0

0

Absent

5

6

1

1

Present

0

15

0

0

Absent

5

21

1

1

Absent

4

21

1

1

Present

1

0

0

0

Absent

3

17

1

1

Present

2

4

0

0

Absent

5

18

1

1

Present

0

3

0

0

Absent

4

21

1

1

Present

1

0

0

0

Absent

5

4

1

1

Present

0

17

0

0

Absent

5

21

1

1

Absent

5

17

1

1

Present

0

4

0

0
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Other findings
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Beaded major fissures

0

0

0

1

Fissure thickening

0

3

0

0

Irregular interlobular
thickening and mediastinal
lymphadenopathy

0

0

1

0

Irregular linear opacities

2

0

0

0

Thickened interlobular septae

0

4

0

0

Thickened interlobular septae
and fissure thickening

0

6

0

0

[Table/Fig-2]: Displays Distribution of patients accoring to gender, history, chest radiograph and HRCT findings.
HRCT: High-resolution computed tomography

“Honeycombing” was seen in 15 cases predominantly in the
posterior, subpleural lower lung regions, indicating end stage
irreversible disease. Such well defined thin walled cystic spaces in
several layers and sharing walls have been described by Zerhouni
EA et al., and Müller NL et al., and ground glass opacities were seen
in 17 cases [3,7]. This represents areas of active septal fibrosis or
inflammation as shown by Nishimura K et al., and is considered as
a sign of reversible disease in the absence of fibrosis [9]. However,
all cases showing ground glass opacities in the present study had
evidence of fibrosis. All these cases with ground glass haziness
were considered to have “potentially active” disease as shown by
Gay SE et al., and Wells A U et al., [10,11]. Architectural distortion
due to fibrosis and traction bronchiectasis was seen in seven cases
indicating the late stage of IPF as described by Webb WR et al.,
[8]. Pleural thickening and emphysematous changes were seen in
four and three cases respectively and were consistent with changes
described by Strickland B and Strickland NH [12].

as suffering from subacute stage of hypersensitivity pneumonitis.
The remaining two patients showed irregular linear opacities, traction
bronchiectasis, centrilobular nodules and architectural distortion
in mid and upper lobe distribution. These findings correspond to
“chronic stage” of disease as described by Matar LD et al., Silva CIS
et al., and Silva CIS et al., [18,20,21].

Three cases out of 21 had ground glass opacities and patches of
consolidation superimposed on reticulation and honeycombing and
had presented with acute onset shortness of breath. This represents
Diffuse Alveolar Damage (DAD) pattern or Organising Pneumonia
(OP) superimposed on the usual interstitial pneumonia pattern
as described by Akira M et al., and Silva CI et al., [13,14]. These
three cases were labelled as acute exacerbations of interstitial lung
disease as suggested by Churg A et al., [15]. Most of the cases
in this study showed honeycombing, coarse fibrosis, architectural
distortion and traction bronchiectasis indicating late stage of the
disease. Only three cases presenting with acute shortness of
breath showed ground glass opacity and consolidation patches on
background of UIP pattern attributed to acute exacerbation of ILD.

Sarcoidosis

Hypersensitivity Pneumonitis
Five cases of hypersensitvity pneumonitis were diagnosed. Three
were females and two were males. All females were cotton farm
workers and males were employed in cotton spinning mills. Four
patients had history of dyspnea whereas one female had acute onset
of shortness of breath. Chest radiographs of three patients showed
ill defined consolidation and nodules while that of the remaining two
patients showed changes of fibrosis and patchy consolidation. One
female cotton farm worker who had acute onset shortness of breath
had small rounded opacities and patchy consolidation on HRCT.
Similar findings were reported by Silver SF et al., and was labelled
as acute stage of hypersensitivity pneumonitis correlating with the
acute onset symptoms and occupational background of being a
cotton farm worker [16].
Bilateral patchy ground glass opacities were seen on HRCT in all
the remaining four patients. Two patients showed ill defined nodular
opacities in centrilobular location. Similar findings were reported
by Gruden JF et al., and Matar LD et al., [17,18]. Silver SF et al.,
showed that these areas corresponded histologically to interstitial
pneumonitis, cellular bronchiolitis and non caseating granulomas
[16]. Small JH et al., reported mosaic perfusion in patients with
hypersensitivity pneumonitis attributing it to small airway obstruction
due to bronchiolitis [19]. Similar finding was demonstrated in one
patient. Based on the above findings, two patients were diagnosed
38

Lymphangitis Carcinomatosis
One case of lymphangitis carcinomatosis was found. She was a
58-year-old female with occult primary, with involvement of both
lungs. Chest radiograph showed reticulonodular opacities. HRCT
showed nodular peribronchovascular interstitial thickening similar to
findings described by Munk PL et al., and by Bergin CJ and Müller
NL [22,23]. There was preservation of lung architecture at lobular
level without any fibrosis. Irregular thickening of the interlobular
fissure was also noted. Other finding observed was mediastinal
lymphadenopathy.
One case of sarcoidosis was found. The patient was a 38-year-old
male with biopsy proven sarcoidosis. Chest radiograph showed illdefined bilateral nodules in lungs. The HRCT showed characteristic
multiple nodules in relation to the peribronchovascular region,
subpleural region, centrilobular region, along the interlobular
septa and the fissures. Such perilymphatic distribution of nodules
representing the non caseating granulomas of sarcoidosis has
been described by Nishimura K et al., and Müller N L et al., [24,25].
The nodules were present bilaterally with upper and mid zone
predominance as described by Brauner MW et al., [26]. Both major
fissures appeared beaded due to presence of subpleural nodules.
“Beaded fissures” have also been described by Müller NL et al., in
patients with sarcoidosis [25].
Peribronchial cuffing and nodular septal thickening as described
by Nishimura K et al., Brauner MW et al., and were also noted
[24,27]. Lymphadenopathy was reported in previous scan,
however was not seen in present scan. This indicated that the
disease had now progressed to the parenchyma with resolution
of the lymphadenopathy. This patient had predominant nodular
abnormalities rather than septal thickening and no fibrotic changes.
Such changes have been described by Brauner MW et al., as
the “active inflammatory” stage of the disease which is potentially
treatable or reversible [27]. The patient was asked to continue the
steroid therapy.

Limitation(s)
Owing to adequate number of patients being diagnosed with
Idiopathic Pulmonary Fibrosis, the radiological picture of the disease
could be delineated among the population of south Maharashtra.
However, the number of patients with lymphangitis carcinomatosis
and sarcoidosis were too few to generalise the findings.

CONCLUSION(S)
Idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis affects the subpleural basal regions of
the lungs and presents with subpleural intralobular and interlobular
interstitial thickening, irregular interfaces and fissural thickening. The
acute stage of hypersensitivity pneumonitis is characterised by small
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rounded opacities and consolidation. Lymphangitis carcinomatosis
is characterised by interlobular septal thickening with minimal
architectural distortion. Peribronchovascular, subpleural and
centrilobular nodules with upper and midzone predominance are
seen in sarcoidosis. Thus, HRCT visualises the distorted architecture
of lung parenchyma in various interstitial pathologies involving the
lung. HRCT may thus be recommended to patients where diagnosis
by chest radiography and clincal examination is uncertain.
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